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Dimension analysis

Count dimensions (SVM coefficients)

Dim. 0 (70% of variance) - low activations

‘kuring’, ‘sendang’, ‘kulap’, ‘nomoi’

Dim. 1: (3.4% var.) - high activations

'louisiana' 'texas' 'boston' 'county' 'orleans' 'florida'

Dim. 3: (0.17% var.) - low / high activations

'deepened' 'emerged' 'intensified' 'increasingly'
'hpa' 'mb' ')' '(' 'ft' 'mbar' 'km' 'mph' 'km/h' 

Which words are activated by 
PCA dimensions? [hurricanes/GloVe]

Places in Indonesia 

U.S. geography intensity 
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· Referentiality in individual named event 

embeddings
# How do we talk about events?

· # Compute event representations (BERT, GloVe, Count)
· # Distributional information vs the real world

Battles
Battle of Waterloo

Hurricanes
Hurricane Isodore

Concert 
tours

The Paul 
McCartney World 

Tour

Dataset

# Events with unique names 

# Wiki pages: 1st para + infobox

#  Hurricanes, concerts, battles 
(n = 1241 / 1978 / 6138)

# Attributes: year, duration, location, 
participants ...

Language

Meaning

World

Frames

Event names
Event 

descriptions

evoke

Event 
entitiesdefines 

roles of

denote

4D objects (time & space)

Tropes (property instances)

possess

correspond to

Data

Wiki page titles

Wiki first paragraphs

Data
Infoboxes

Conceptual scheme

Related work

Word2Vec
‘France’, ‘Italy’

….
‘Paris’, ‘London’

Freebase
GDP

Population
Geo-coords

….

(Gupta et al., EMNLP 2015)

Count space
‘cat’, ‘dog’, ‘carrot’

Quantifiers
∃x (cat(x) & is_brown(x))

∀ x(dog(x) → is_mammal(x))
¬∃x (carrot(x) & is_scaly(x))

(Herbelot & Vecchi, EMNLP 2015)

Distributional 
vectors of novel 

characters

(Bruera 2019, 
MSc thesis@UniTN)

Language vs. 
Visual Genome

(Kuzmenko & 
Herbelot, IWCS 2019)

Background

# Formal distributional semantics 
(combine logical + corpus-based reps)

# Problem: how to go from vectors to 
world models? 

# Events are difficult, because 
(like) individual entities

Theory

Neo-Davidsonian event semantics

event sentences 
<> event NPs

Ontology: events as 
properties of 

space-time zones
(Benett 2002)

FrameNet-inspired 
semantic roles

.

Fighting_activity :: {Combatants, 
Duration, Manner, Place}

Methods

# Wiki definition embeddings

# Event name embeddings

# Attribute prediction

# Qualitative analysis

Results

# Most attributes highly predictable

# Simple models work well

# BERT: use individual tokens

Paragraph 
embeddings 

Summed GloVe embeddings
word tokens → keep unique content 

words → retrieve & sum vectors

BERT embeddings
BERT = Google’s fancy neural language model

#1: sentence representation ([CLS] output)
#2: sum token hidden states (layers 5/9/12)

Event name 
embeddings

Count-based
Wikipedia corpus → replace event names by 

token → simple count matrices 
→ PPMI weighting

‘Out-of-the-box’

#1: FreeBase W2V (entity name skipgram vecs)
#2: Wikipedia2Vec (includes graph info)

Idea: approximate name distribution using 
content words in definition

(cf. Lazaridou et al., Cog. Sci. ‘17; Herbelot & Baroni, EMNLP  ‘17)

Attribute prediction
Attributes

‘Semantic roles’, based on infobox information
(e.g. BATTLE_YEAR, CONCERT_TOUR_DURATION, 

HURRICANE_WIND_SPEED)

Numerical attributes: classes based on frequency 
distribution (<25th percentile, <50%, <75%, <100%)

Models
SVM (linear) vs. MLP (single hidden layer)

Separate model for each attribute 

Did the battle 
take place in the 
eastern (LEFT) 

or western 
(RIGHT) 

hemisphere?

units


